
Your MSP Needs.
You must deliver a simple and advanced phishing prevention service.
When a phishing attack evades your secure email gateway (SEG), threats are reaching your clients inbox, leaving 
them susceptible to hard-to-detect phishing attacks. Your clients need a solution with zero-second detection 
and training + simulation which keeps them safe before threats hit the inbox.

Our MSP Solution.
Made for MSPs, Cofense Protect MSP uses the power of AI and patented Computer Vision, giving you 
the power to protect your customers from phishing attacks. Cofense Protect MSP is simple to deploy, and 
features minimal management and monthly usagebased billing. Coupled with Cofense’s industry-leading 
phishing simulations, this complete solution helps stop today’s sophisticated phishing attacks and makes 
your customers more resilient.

Cofense Protect MSP detects and mitigates phishing threats for you,
catching phishing attempts BEFORE they are blacklisted.

<1 Minute Deployment.
Onboard a new client and activate all or select mailboxes with a few clicks. Our multitenant 
architecture and clear dashboards ensure ease of navigation and accurate reporting. Protect Your 
House with a no-cost NFR license.

Minimal Management.
Protect your O365 and Google Workspace client environments with our simple API integration. 
Sitting on top of the mail server, no MX record changes or redirects are necessary. Malicious links in 
the message are disabled, further protecting your MSP customers from phishing.

Patented Computer Vision.
Emulating what a human would do, our computer vision technology detects phishing attacks. We 
mitigate the attack and inform you of the event - no effort on your part.

Leverage AI - Stop the Phish.
Cofense Protect MSP™



How Cofense Protect MSP Works.
Cofense Protect MSP is a cloud-native, advanced 
phishing detection and email analysis technology. It is 
built to stop advanced attacks that circumvent basic 
detection mechanisms baked into the Microsoft O365 
and Google Workspace offerings. Users benefit from 
the power of computer vision plus training + simulation 
in one unique product.

Computer Vision And AI.
Computer Vision is an AI technology that utilizes 
advanced perception analysis algorithms to simulate 
how humans see. Cofense Protect MSP uses this 
technology to detect phishing attacks by visually 
representing, inspecting, and drawing conclusions on 
emails, URLs, landing pages, and attachments. Cofense 
Protect MSP pairs computer vision with machine 
learning algorithms and advanced training, to create a 
resilient and ever-evolving phishing detection capability 
that will mitigate phishing threats in real-time.

Super Fast Onboarding.
Cofense Protect MSP delivers what MSPs want: for 
their customers to have the best security available with 
the least amount of manual intervention. Using our 
non-proxy solution, MSP’s can onboard their customers 
with a single click, and activate all their MSP customer 
accounts with another click. Phishing attacks are 
stopped before they find the user’s Inbox. Support is 
provided by Cofense’s world-class MSP support teams.

Gets Smarter Every Day.
The machine learning algorithms continuously ingest 
the crowd-sourced Cofense Intelligence data feeds, 
making the quarantining of phishing emails even faster.

Integration With Cofense Phishing Simulations.
Customers using Cofense Protect MSP get industry-
leading Cofense PhishMe simulations for maximum 
effectiveness. With a one-click activation, MSPs benefit 
from training based on real attacks.
There are no other AI and computer vision 
threatdetection solutions which also carry a training 
component. Combined with the zero-second phishing 
attack protection, MSPs now can offer their customers 
the best phishing attack prevention available.

About Cofense
Cofense® is the leading provider of phishing detection and response solutions. Designed for enterprise organizations, 
the Cofense Phishing Detection and Response (PDR) platform leverages a global network of close to 30 million people 
actively reporting suspected phish, combined with advanced automation to stop phishing attacks faster and stay ahead of 
breaches. When deploying the full suite of Cofense solutions, organizations can educate employees on how to identify and 
report phish, detect phish in their environment and respond quickly to remediate threats. With seamless integration into 
most major TIPs, SIEMs, and SOARs, Cofense solutions easily align with existing security ecosystems. Across a broad set 
of Global 1000 enterprise customers, including defense, energy, financial services, healthcare and manufacturing sectors, 
Cofense understands how to improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise. For additional 
information, please visit www.cofense.com or connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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